
CADPACK SOFTWARE SG-1 00 SERIAl 

The software CADPAK provides an easy method of creating pictures and saving them on disc. The 
use of a tablet as an input device allows pictures to be digitised from an original document giving 
you advantages over similar software requiring extensive use of joysticks or keyboard. The 
keyboard is only used when entering text or when saving a picture, all other functions are menu picked 
from the screen. This software allows pictures to be dumped to either an EPSON printer or to an ink 
jet printer. 

GRAPHIC TABLET GR-400 SERIES 

GR-410 
This is a tablet which provides instant positional information over an active area 1311 x 11 11 and 250 
points per inch and transfers the data in a packed binary output to the BBC via the user port 

• 250 points/inch e 1 II lock height 

As an option a modified version of CADPAK is available. 

GR-450 
This is a serial option fined to the above tablet. 

• 250 points/inch 
e 4 operating modes 

e RS232 300/9600 bauds 
e ASCIVPacked Binary output 

COLOUR CARD 500 

e Packed Binary output 

e 1 II lock height 

This BBC add-on is supplied as hardware which is connected to the 1 MHz bus. A simple eprom 
provides the software to control the shades on the BBC screen, any 8 from 4096 shades are available. 
This card has increased bandwidth so that this card may be in a video or television environment suitable 
for both 7 5 ohms or analogue monitors. The card has a selection from two palettes which can be set 
to change half way down the screen giving the illusion of 16 colours on the screen. 

e Daisy connection on the 1 M Hz bus e Spare user port 

ARTIST PlUS {GR500) 

This is a complete system consisting of the above Graphic System 400 and the Colour Card 500 
with an operating artistic software called 'ARTIST PLUS' in an eprom. With this software you can 
change/select the shades on the screen. All menu switching will be provided by the pen so the only 
time a keyboard will be used is for data entry titles or when saving and loading pictures. 

TELEPAD. 
hand print recognition 

COMPUTER GRAPHICS/CAD 
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DESCRIPTION 

HARDWARE 

GR-410 
GR-420 
GR-450 
GR-460 
GR-500 

PN-210 
cu-120 
CC-500 
M5-100 

SOFTWARE 

SG-100 
SG-110 
SG-3XX 
SG-4XO 
SG-402 
SG-403 
SG-404 
SG-600 
SG-700 

PLOTTERS 

PT-880 
PT-890 
PR-100 

CABLES 

CB-100 
CB-200 
CB-220 
CB-230 

Notes: 

GRAPHIC TABLET- USER PORT with PEN 
GRAPHIC TABLET- USER PORT with CURSOR 
GRAPHIC TABLET- RS 232 with PEN 
GRAPHIC TABLET- RS 232 with CURSOR 
GRAPHIC SYSTEM- COLOUR CARD- TABLET- PEN
advance ARTIST PLUS software- CABLES 
PEN- in addition to above 
CURSOR- in addition to above 
4096 Shades for the BBC 
MOUSE for BBC 

CADPAK- software for BBC 40 Track 
CADPAK- software for BBC 80 Track 
DOODLE- CAD software for M5-DOS 
AUTOCAD 2.1 level 1 -CAD software for M5-DOS 
AUTOCAD 2.1 (SG-4XO « extension 2) 
AUTOCAD 2.1 (SG-4XO ((extension 3) 
AUTOCAD 2.1 (SG-4XO (( 3D NEW option) 
ARTIST eprom for MOUSE 
CADMOUSE software for BBC 

ROLAND A3 Flat Bed Plotter 
AO size Plotter 
Colourjet 132 printer 

Cable for Colourjet 
Cable for serial connection to BBC 
Cable for M5-DOS (DOODLE) 
Cable for BBC user port 

1) All above prices are exclusive of VAT, delivery and insurance will be charged at cost. 
(e.g. £12.00 for the GRAPHIC TABLET) 

£395.00 
£395.00 
£495.00 
£495.00 

£595.00 
£ 55.00 
£ 55.00 
£ 99.00 
£ 59.90 

£ 49.00 
£ 49.00 
£795.00 

£1000.00 
£1500.00 
£2000.00 
£2500.00 

£ 49.00 
£ 30.00 

£820.00 
£8950.00 

£595.00 

£ 10.00 
£ 9.50 
£ 15.00 
£ 15.00 

2) All correspondence should be sent to the above address for the attention of Mr. F.J. Woodbridge. 
3) The above prices are subject to change without notice. 


